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PA R AG O N B U I L D I N G S , C H E LT E N H A M
OLIVER BRADBURY

I

n  Hanna Lerski completed the first monograph
on the Regency architect William Jay. It was the
culmination of many decades of American interest in
Jay, but, as his English work is less sensational, there
has been little interest in his oeuvre in the UK. To
date the most substantial published exploration of
William Jay’s English oeuvre is the chapter ‘In England
–’ within Lerski’s monograph.
Paragon Buildings is a terrace of six semidetached houses along the east side of the Bath Road,
Cheltenham, now Nos. –. The Court Books for
the Manor of Cheltenham reveal their construction
date, something of their tenurial history, and suggest
their architect. The genesis of this speculative venture
appears to have been first observed by the Cheltenham
Chronicle in April  which noted: ‘On the Bath
Road, the Paragon Buildings add a new and pleasing
feature to the scene’. However there is a perplexing
gap between this first mention and their subsequent
reappearance in the Court Books of . On  June
 No.  Paragon Buildings (No.  Bath Road)
was described as a ‘Messuage Tenement or Dwelling
house and Out-Offices intended to be distinguished
or known as Number  Paragon Buildings in
Cheltenham aforesaid erected and built by the said
William Jay and Thomas Hall’ on land purchased for
£ from a Phillip Godsall. Another house and
garden ‘on the North in the occupation of Doctor
Dixon’ was simultaneously described as ‘formerly
belonging to the said William Jay and Thomas Hall.’
Nearly two years later, on  May , the Court
Book reveals that William Jay, alone, was also the
owner of No.  Paragon Buildings.

Thomas Hall was described as a toyman, but the
identity of Jay is revealed by an advertisement in the
Gloucester & Cheltenham Herald which ran:
TO BE SOLD
(And immediate possession given),
A WELL-FINISHED HOUSE, No. , PARAGON
BUILDINGS [now No.  Bath Road], Bath Road.
It consists of a large Dining Room, with Drawing Room,
seven Chambers, and suitable Culinary Apartments,
and possesses the advantage of a large Garden, and a
suitable situation for Coach House and Stables. For
Particulars, apply at the Office of Mr. WM. JAY,
Architect, Cheltenham.

As the owner of two of the properties and another to
the north, it seems highly probable that the architect
William Jay was their designer. William Jay was born
in , son of a nonconformist minister at Bath. He
was articled to the London architect (and prominent
surveyor) D. R. Roper, and exhibited at the Royal
Academy from the precocious age of . Aged only ,
he designed the Albion Chapel, Moorfields, London
in –, later praised for its originality by James
Elmes. But in  Jay emigrated to the USA, where
he built a series of seminal Greek Revival villas in the
state of Georgia. He rose to fame as a pioneer GreekRevivalist in Savannah, Georgia, and Charleston,
South Carolina, over a surprisingly small time span of
only five years. In the words of the American Greek
Revival historian, Talbot Hamlin: ‘… William Jay
may share (with Robert Mills) the honor of having
been the first to introduce the Greek Revival into the
Southeast… in a group of masterpieces in Savannah
built between  and ’. However, by  the
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Fig. . Paragon Buildings, No. ‒ Bath Road, Cheltenham. Nigel Temple.
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Fig. . Detail of ground-floor fluted panel at No.  Bath Road. Nigel Temple.

Fig. . Detail of ground-floor fluted panel at Watermoor House. Oliver Bradbury.
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Fig. . Porches at Nos. ‒ Bath Road.
Nigel Temple.

Fig. . Garden staircase at Nos. ‒ Bath Road.
Nigel Temple.

Georgian economic bubble had burst, and Jay had
little option but to return to England to rebuild a
once-promising career. He spent the next  years
of his life in England before accepting a final shortlived appointment as Assistant Chief Architect and
Inspector of Works in Mauritius in .
The obvious conceptual precedent for Paragon
Buildings is the semi-detached Paragon, Blackheath,
London, built by Michael Searles from c. to
. Paragon Buildings also share the double-pitch
roof-line, attic dormer windows, and the recessed
inter-linking sections to be found at the Paragon.
At first glance the terrace is conventional Regency
architecture ‒ stucco, rusticated base, architraved
windows with raised sections, fronted by pretty
wrought-iron balconies (Fig. ). But on closer
inspection Jay’s subtle, but highly personal
idiosyncrasies start to emerge. Below the ground-

floor windows are one of Jay’s hallmarks, a rectangular
panel of flattened fluting (Fig. ) which can be related
to his documented work at Watermoor House,
Cirencester, Glos., of c.–. (Fig. ) and the
intended panels on a design by Jay for Columbia Place,
Cheltenham. This would appear to be the first
example of its kind in Jay’s post-American works.
Paragon Buildings’ parapets have raised centre and end
sections relieved with recessed panel motifs, a device
which first appeared on the parapet of Jay’s Savannah
branch of the Bank of the United States in .
Paragon Buildings’ central porches are fronted by
pilasters with anthemion capitals carved in low relief,
an arrangement framing the deeply recessed fanlit
doors (Fig. ). Above the capitals are plain lintels
relieved with dentil courses. Jay then continues the
pilaster up and beyond the capital, crowning the
composition with a neo-classical urn. The porches at
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Fig. . Detail of garden staircase at
No.  Bath Road. Nigel Temple.

Fig. . Basement corridor bow at
No.  Bath Road. Oliver Bradbury.

the end of the terrace are plainer as they only serve
single properties.
The end elevations of the terrace perhaps once
had a series of blind recessed arches in the Soanean
manner (maybe three) at first floor level sitting on a
deep string course. This was a feature Jay had used
on several American works. But only one survives on
the south elevation; these elevations have largely been
hidden by later accretions.
The back of the terrace is utilitarian, except that
each of the semi-detached blocks share a single-flight
stone staircase linking the ground floor to the garden,
a storey below, thus indicating a drop in ground level
from the front of the property to the back. They
bring detail to an otherwise bland elevation. No. ’s
staircase is the most intact (Fig. ). Originally the
staircase was linked to a ground floor balcony
(forming a ‘T’ shape in plan) accessed by sash

windows. The staircase itself is divided by a central
wrought-iron railing (acting as the party wall), topped
by a repetitious wavy flame motif. The staircase
handrail is of the utmost sinuosity and consists of
two rails of fine tube-like wrought iron. They flow
into newel posts at the staircase base, which are in
turn enveloped by delicate swirls, so lightly done as if
the ironwork was dashed off in pen and ink (Fig. 6).
The landing and balcony ends are indicated by screens
of curvilinear floral patterns set in rectangles with
scrolls in the spandrels, and finished off with lead
flourishes, now oxidised. The main balcony railing
itself is missing. The balconies are supported by
muscular cast-iron consoles of an undulating ribbed
pattern. The boldness of the consoles is slightly
reminiscent of Jay’s better-known balcony consoles
at the Richard Richardson House, Savannah, c..
The basements contain another Jay hallmark,
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Fig. . One of four entrance piers to Paragon Buildings. Nigel Temple.
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a narrow linking corridor (which joins the front and
the rear of the basement) entered via an archway on
primitive pilasters, which runs behind the back of the
main staircase; this staircase sits in a curved stairwell,
which projects as a bow into the corridor space (Fig
). This curious spatial arrangement can be seen at
Jay’s Owens-Thomas House, Savannah where Lerski
describes ‘The half-elliptical wall of the basement by
the west facade, built of tabby awkwardly lends itself
to strenuous curves, but it performs with success.’
In the Owens-Thomas House the basement bow is
pierced with an internal window, a feature not
repeated at No.  Bath Road, though internal
basement windows make a comeback at Columbia
Place, No.  Winchcombe Street, in . The
remaining space within No. ’s corridor is utilised
by shelving supported on wedge shapes, above one
to the north; and more ingenious are the tiny shelves
slotted into the space between the curve of the bow,
and a wall surface at right angles to it. It would appear
that Jay brought elegance even to utilitarian areas.
The rest of the interiors are largely conventional,
the principal feature being a plain, but elegant stone
cantilevered staircase in a semi-circular well, with a
sinuous mahogany handrail supported on unmoulded
banisters. Elsewhere Jay employed reeding (three
reeds) in the middle of the doorcase returns, a feature
he repeated at Columbia Place. Exactly the same
feature can be found on doorcases on the first floor
of the Soane Museum, London.
In front of the terrace, at either side of the carriage
sweep, are circular stone piers with four carved ram’s
heads (Fig. ). This sweep is referred to by the Court
Book as a ‘Carriage Drive now laid out in front of the
aforesaid six Messuages Tenements or Dwelling
houses communicating, with the said Turnpike Road
at the two extremities’. The piers support cast-iron
tripods on lion paw feet, and have a band of stars at
the top. It has been suggested that they were gas or
oil lamps. They are unique to Cheltenham with
their distinctly neo-classical overtones, bringing to
mind Karl Schinkel or Thomas Hope.

Many years after Jay’s death in  there was a
literary connection with Paragon Buildings. The
Victorian novelist, Anthony Trollope, lived at No. 
Paragon Buildings between December  and April
. He deftly disguised it as ‘Paramount Crescent’
and used it as a setting in the chapter of that name in
Can You Forgive Her, first published in January .
LADY MACLEOD lived at No. , Paramount
Crescent, in Cheltenham, where she occupied a very
handsome first-floor drawing-room, with a bedroom
behind it, looking over a stable-yard, and a small room
which would have been the dressing-room had the late
Sir Archibald been alive, but which was at present
called the dining-room . . . The vicinity of the stableyard was not regarded by the tenant as among the
attractions of the house. So she pinched herself, and
inhaled the effluvia of the stables, and squabbled with
the cabmen.28

William Jay was an original architect who practised
in the earliest period in which provincial architects
were often London-trained. He is distinguished by
his early precocity and by his influential work in the
Southern United States. In fact, it is fair to say that he
is much better-known in America, and particularly in
Savannah, where Jay is virtually a household name
and where his villas have become museums in their
own right. Paragon Buildings has not previously
been identified as his work, and, so far, it appears
to be one of his earliest works after his return to
England. It predates the better known Columbia
Place (), Cheltenham by a couple of years, but
it may not necessarily be his first undertaking on his
return to England.
It can now be established that Paragon Buildings
with Columbia Place are Jay’s most important
Cheltenham works. Both are of a similar scale, six
dwellings long. Both were speculative by nature and
built to a reasonably high specification. No doubt more
buildings in Cheltenham, and, perhaps elsewhere,
will turn out to be his work, thereby creating a feature
in common between this distinctive late Georgian
town and the architecture of the Old South.
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NOTES

 William Jay Itinerant English Architect –,
Lanhem (New York) and London, , –.
 Gloucester, Gloucestershire County Record Office
(hereafter GCRO), D. The Court Books recorded
freehold transactions at this period.
 Cheltenham Chronicle, April th, . Lynn Harvey
has drawn to my attention a curious coincidence where
the Cheltenham Chronicle for rd October, 
reported ‘Paragon Buildings – A new and pleasing
feature to be seen.’ The closeness of phrasing between
 and  is perhaps more than mere coincidence.
Court Books, Town Building Surveyor Certificates for
Cheltenham, and newspaper references to Paragon
Buildings date from – so perhaps it took four
years to fully complete.
 GRCO, D, p. .
 Presumably the northernmost of Paragon Buildings,
no.  Bath Road.
 GRCO, loc. cit. .
 Ibid., p. .
 Ibid., p. 
 Gloucester and Cheltenham Herald, Saturday, August
th, . The reference to a ‘large Garden, and a
suitable situation for Coach House and Stables’ is
confirmed on the Cheltenham – Old Town
Survey [Cheltenham, Municipal Offices, Drainage
Dept.] by the fact that No.  had the largest garden of
the terrace being at the end of the rear access road, and
also had a plot at the very end of the garden still
undeveloped in – presumably intended for
‘Coach House and Stables’.
 Howard Colvin, A Biographical Dictionary of British
Architects –, New Haven and London, ,
.

 Talbot Hamlin, Greek Revival Architecture in America,
New York, , . The  date is three years out.
 Lerski, op. cit., .
 Colvin, op. cit., .
 Colvin, op. cit., .
 Detail reproduced in Bryan Little, British Cities
Cheltenham, London and New York, , , pl. .
 Colvin, op. cit., .
 GRCO, D, Box c. This device appears to be rare.
However similar fluting is to be found on a terrace in
Anne Street, Edinburgh under the first floor windows.
 Lerski, op. cit., .
 Nos. – & – share porches in the interlinking sections.
 Lerski, op. cit., ; on p.  she notes: ‘The curved
wall was an intrinsic part of Jay’s architecture. In the
Theatre Savannah, as in the Owens-Thomas House,
the curve was already visible in the basement.’
 It has been suggested that these might not be original.
 Lerski picks up this point [Lerski op. cit., ]: ‘Jay’s
use of woodwork too was peculiarly personal. He put
panels on both the vertical and the horizontal members
of window and doorframes. He sometimes used fluting
in those panels, giving them a feeling of embedded
columns, using the fluting in an arbitrary way.’
 GCRO, D, p. ,  June .
 Amina Chatwin, Cheltenham’s Ornamental Ironwork,
Cheltenham, , .
 Colvin, op. cit, .
 Victoria Glendinning, Trollope, London, , –.
 Richard Mullen, Anthony Trollope A Victorian in his
World, London, , –, , and .
 Anthony Trollope, Can You Forgive Her?, Oxford,
, chapter XV, –. In fact the stables are
fictional as the – Cheltenham Old Town Survey
reveals that there were none at the immediate back of
Paragon Buildings.
 With the exception of an entry supplied by the author
to Sir Howard Colvin’s ‘A Biographical Dictionary of
British Architects –: Corrections and
Additions to the Third Edition (Yale University Press
)’, Architectural History, XLII, , . For a
companion piece to this account refer to the author’s
‘William Jay’s English Works after ’, Architectural
History, XLIII, .
 This terrace is reproduced in J. Mordaunt Crook, The
Greek Revival, London, , pl. ; Little, op. cit., .
 Jay may be associated with a circulating library known
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as Duffield and Weller’s. It was built or remodelled in
 according to the date plaque on its pediment, and
was illustrated four years later in Griffith’s New
Historical Description of Cheltenham, .
Architecturally it bears several of Jay’s hallmarks, but
also marked in the bottom left hand corner of the
engraving is ‘Jay. del’. He is not known to have drawn
any other Cheltenham buildings, other than his own,
and so this could indicate his authorship. The porch is
slightly reminiscent of Jay’s Richardson House,
Savannah built c., and his Telfair House of c.,
especially the latter, as they both have a dentil course.

His use of elliptical arched windows appearing to
spring from the top of the porch is a feature he used on
the Telfair, Scarbrough and Owens-Thomas houses in
Savannah. The parapet above the prominent cornice is
the most Jayean aspect with a simple pediment
between acroteria. Jay used this parapet composition,
albeit on a smaller scale, in the other works such as the
Albion Chapel, London (side entrance), and a terrace
possibly by him in Priory Street, Cheltenham. Duffield
and Weller’s changed purpose many times, and was
finally demolished in .
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